Electrophoresis of ssDNA through nanoelectrode gaps from molecular dynamics: impact of gap width and chain length.
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to study the translocation of single-stranded (ss) DNA through the nanoscale gap between the nanoscale electrodes of a proposed genomic sequencing device. An applied electric field forces the ssDNA to move in the direction of the nanoscale gap in platinum electrodes. A series of simulations utilizing eight different nanoscale gap distances as well as seven different nucleotide chain lengths were performed to determine the impact of these variables on the overall design of the sequencing device and the translocation behavior of ssDNA. The results clearly indicate a threshold value of the gap width below which the ssDNA will readily enter and traverse the nanoscale gap. Translocation velocities obtained for various chain lengths were consistent with simulated bulk data; however, successful translocation was inconsistent, possibly related to the sample's affinity for the metal electrodes. An attempt at overcoming this barrier was made through the implementation of shaped electrodes as well as pre-threading of the ssDNA sample.